Introduction
It is possible to construct a relatively simple structural model of complex mechanical systems, adequate to real object by identifying such primary factors which have a significant impact on the output characteristics of the object material, simplifying the model by discarding unimportant factors. Meanwhile, it is disputable whether the criterion of substantiality of the primary factors considered is valid.
Although methods of parametric sensitivity theory [1, 2] allow to evaluate the degree of influence of each of the primary factors on baseline characteristics of the object, it does not provide an answer to this question.
At the same active methods of design of experiments (DOE) for building statistical models provided a reasonable opportunity to screen out non-essential primary factors [3] . However, DOE can be performed not only on the real object, but also on its determined mathematical model. In this case, using the principles of DOE will also enable the specified determined model simplification.
For this use of DOE as a method of building statistical models to analyze and simplify deterministic models demonstrates the close relationship of these species examined of structural model of mechanical systems and processes for their manufacture. Indeed, the abovementioned division of mathematical models is rather relative, since both approaches are organically interrelated and complementary. Thus, clarification and authentication of determined models should be implemented by the statistical data of experiments on the real object or physical models, and statistical models -should be constructed with regard to well-known theoretical relationships. In addition, the identification of reliable statistical distribution models of structural model of complex technical products parameters that can reasonably judge the actual spread of values, increases the effectiveness of the use of mathematical
The following describes some of the ways that reduce the complexity and duration of the operations that are necessary to implement a full factorial design to create mathematical models of many cascading of structural model of mechanical systems. This can be achieved by constructing hybrid statistically determined models, and through informed choice of the minimum number of n overlap each experiment with the given reliability P.
Problem statement
Let's consider an object that contains such independent cascades where the variation of the primary factors of any of them changes the output characteristics of this cascade only. The problem through the use of DOE simulated output characteristic of all products in cases where mutual influence cascades is known in advance. Thus we consider multistage products, whose design and traditional manufacturing techniques cannot and (or) does not provide for an interim control of individual stages. At the same time, the possible values of the simulated measurement function for an arbitrary set of values of the primary factors of all cascades.
The results of theoretical studies
Further, we'll provide the solution method of the considered problem.
The desired model can be represented as a known function: 
Thus, the task is to construct a method of DOE polynomial representation of the function (3), specified by the primary factors. The method for solution of this problem is suggested, which is based on modeling the dependence of output of the product of the primary factors of each stage separately (the value of the primary factors other stages at this time are fixed at a certain level) and subsequently combining them within a common object model in accordance with the known theoretical dependence.
To implement the proposed methods it is necessary to carry out the following sequence of actions.
Formation at the beginning k support functions: 
Measuring the value of simulated output characteristics for fixed values of the primary factors that record value: For the informed choice of the minimum number of repetitions of each experiment by measuring the value of the function y will use the method of confidence intervals for assessing the expected value and standard deviation of normally distributed random variables with given  is set number that determines possible deviation of mean value of the realized experiments from the truth value of measuring size.
Thus, the offered method of construction of the hybrid statistically-determined models of multistage objects, that allows to form statistical models taking into account the known theoretical dependences, gives the considerable winning in an amount experiments at raising of DOE in comparing to the construction of clean statistical models.
This circumstance acquires the special importance in those cases, when amount of primary structurallytechnological factors that influence on the value of initial description of object and amount of cascades great enough, and also, when quality of work of good is characterized not one, but by a few initial parameters.
Implementation outcomes of the method
The method of creation of the hybrid statisticallydetermined models was applied for providing the power stability of initial signal of microwave-range device. The signal generated by mechanical factors.
The device being examined is the transmitter of airplane defendant (AD). AD SO-69 ( Fig. 1 ) is used to work with the air traffic control systems and installed on civil and military aircraft, such as for example the MiG-23, MiG-25, MiG-27, MiG-29, MiG-31, Tu -142, Tu-95, Yak-40, L-410, AN-26 and transport helicopter Mi-26. In its manufacture, testing and operation there were multiple cases, when AD were accepted during initial tests during that correspondence of all initial descriptions was set to the technical requirements, and farther in exploitation there were refuses of these wares on completion of some time. The analysis of such refuses showed that most percent of non-fulfillment (23.7%) AD the functional setting took place in a kind the impermissible on technical requirements decline of power of initial high-frequency signal. Fig. 1 Appearance of the AD SO-69
Previous experiments, carried out by the manufacturing plant, showed that further treatment of electric parameters of defendant cannot result in stabilizing the size of power of its outgoing high-frequency signal, as these parameters on the basis of existent element base are wellproven to some optimal values. However, the indicated power is formed under the action of some primary factors of mechanical nature. Thus, we put task to identify primary factors of mechanical nature that influence on the size of power of initial high-frequency AD signal and to find the great number of values of these factors that provide implementation of technical requirements on this initial description during all term of exploitation.
Construction of mathematical model of assembly of AD
Power of initial high-frequency signal is formed in the transceiver of basic block of SО-69, and more precisely in intended for generating of high-frequency impulses in a decimetric range generator of microwave transmitter.
Microwave oscillator contains two independent cascades. The first cascade is an oscillator (master clock -MC) second -power-amplifier (PA). Thus it is known that power of weekend of high-frequency signal U appears as a product of two functions 
Thus construction and technologies of stowage of defendant are not envisaged by intermediate control of these initial descriptions of separate cascades. Measuring of values of initial description of generator is possible only at the arbitrary sets of values of primary factors both MC and PA. Taking into account such multistageness of microwave oscillator for the design of power U was used described higher method of construction of the hybrid statistically-determined models.
Will consider application of the worked out method for the design of work of microwave generator, for that a transmission function looks like Eq. Will form auxiliary functions:
from that
Putting Eq. (12) in (9), will get       
To get the statistically-determined model of kind Eq. (13) it is necessary to build polynomial models for functions  , ll are amount of primary factors for MC and PA accordingly). To that end it was first of all necessary to define those primary factors of MC and PA, that must be taken into account in these models.
On the basis of expert survey of specialists who have experience in previous research of defendant construction and their assembly technology, it was found that the following parameters of details and knots of each of the cascades of oscillator transmitter can significantly influence on initial description U -power of initial highfrequency signal.
Parameters of details and knots of MC: pressing force of the anode plug to the anode collet ( 6)).
Identification, analysis and ways of removal of influence of basic destabilizing primary factors
Undertaken studies educed two priority factors that more substantial in all influence on the size of power of initial high-frequency signal of AD: AV arithmetic rejections of profile of surface of corps anodic to the contour and effort of pinning of great плунжера to the wall to the contour.
In order to study the possibility of change in the values of these factors in the process of exploitation and their destabilizing influence on the size of initial power conference of specialists on the manufacturing plant was held, where the following statements were made.
In the microwave-range endovibrators are used as oscillating systems where the transitional resistance of contacts of piston influences with the corps of resonator (Fig. 2) and with an anodic collet has a significant impact on the power. For providing of reliable contact it is necessary to have an internal surface of corps of resonator and external -anodic collet, enough high class of cleanness. However at the frequent tuning to the contour of resonator there is a heterogeneous wear of surface of contacts through the wipe of layer of silver, that covered plungers, that results in large variation of size of transitional resistance of contacts on length of their moving. The considerable rejections of electric parameters of resonator take place from it, in particular, initial power in the process of exploitation.
Thus, it was set that priority factors are considered and can destabilize the size of the indicated power. Research of possibility of support of values of the indicated factors at certain level during all term of exploitation showed that for the first from them implementation of such requirement was arrived at difficult and expensive, and adjusting of effort of pinning of large plunger to the wall of corps in general is not envisaged in a construction. In addition, even providing of the indicated requirements does not remove the wipe of thin level of silver on the surface of плунжера. In this connection further measures from providing of the indicated requirements on the considered destabilizing factors were confessed by ineffective, and was made decision about the necessity of revision of AD construction.
The construction of resonator was simplified by introduction of dielectric retort (Fig. 3) , dielectric basis and silver segments, as a necessity of centring of piston falls off at the use of dielectric glass, requirements go down to the class of exactness of making of metallic retort and corps of resonator a surface, and the exception of direct contact of piston with the corps of resonator allows to bring down requirements to the cleanness of internal surface of corps of resonator and metallic glass. Thus, in the new pin-noncontact construction of AD it was succeeded to remove destabilizing factors that influence on the size of power of weekend high-frequency. Fig. 2 Design of the cavity resonator 
The set dependences of power of initial highfrequency signal on the primary factors of defendant it is allowed to put plural reverse problem of determination of such admittances on these factors, at that implementation of condition would be provided on the considered initial description: As coming from reasoning of economy admittances it is desirable maximally to extend on all parameters, then the considered problem is a multicriterion, and the plural of criteria of part can be set forth in a kind
For erection of this multicriterion problem to the onecriterion linear convolution of criteria of kind was used (Table) .
For the new construction of AD determination of admittances was conducted on the primary factors of defendant, the basic values of that are driven to the Table. The values of primary factors of AD are got at i  , that maximize a function F for 0 U =600 Вт, driven to the Table.   Table  Values of 
Conclusions
1. Developed a method for constructing a hybrid statistical and deterministic models of multistage structurally complex of mechanical systems, which can reduce the amount of experimental research. The surgical creation of a statistically-determined model to determine reasonable assumptions on the value of the primary structural and technological factors of a stabilization of output parameters to set limits, achieved the study of functions of several variables obtained from a known mathematical methods.
2. Constructed hybrid statistical-deterministic model of power output high-frequency signal of AD under primary factors of mechanical nature. Identified priority factors that destabilize the value of output.
3. Defined tolerances for primary factors of AD in which compliance is guaranteed power output highfrequency signal with specifications
